Citizens Acting for Rail Safety - Statement Against New Oil Pipelines
Recent oil industry statements promoting new pipelines as the solution to the hazards of shipping oil by
1
rail are misleading and undermine efforts to improve public safety. Citizens Acting for Rail Safety opposes
new oil pipelines because:
●

More pipelines will not stop the movement of oil by rail. Rail and pipelines are not interchangeable and play
different roles in our energy infrastructure networks. Shippers and refineries will continue to take advantage of the
speed and flexibility that freight rail transport offers over pipelines.

●

Expanding oil transportation infrastructure dilutes limited safety resources. Presently, there are not enough
independent inspectors to ensure the safety of existing rails, tankers and pipelines. Rather than building new
structures, current limited resources should focus on reducing risk to communities from the existing rail and
2
pipeline infrastructure. Pitting oil trains against pipelines is a false choice that may distract communities from
pursuing efforts to improve rail safety through common-sense regulation, while absolving oil and rail industries
and regulators of their responsibility for rail safety.

●

Expanding oil transportation infrastructure increases risk to more communities. Pipelines and oil by rail are
both dangerous to the communities they impact. Rail may be more likely to spill, but pipeline ruptures are typically
larger and more expensive to clean up. Residents, local governments, water resources and the environment are
all threatened -- starting at the well heads and all along the rail and pipeline routes, through our prairies,
wetlands, watersheds, agricultural lands, native lands, cities, towns, and industrial areas, across our rivers and
streams, all the way to the destination refineries and port facilities.

●

Building additional oil infrastructure that will soon be obsolete is short sighted. The United States has a
record-breaking glut of crude oil in storage because more is currently extracted than is being used worldwide.
Demand for oil is unlikely to reach levels equal to supply as our society transitions to a cleaner economy run on
safer and more affordable renewable energy. Many communities across the country are already successfully
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resisting efforts to expand oil processing and export facilities served by either pipelines or oil trains.

Citizens Acting for Rail Safety therefore encourages communities to focus on improving safety and reducing
environmental risk inherent in both pipelines and oil by rail, and on holding oil companies, railroads and regulators
responsible for protecting the environment and public safety in an era of fundamental change in world energy markets.
Citizens Acting for Rail Safety is a non-partisan, grassroots advocacy group that works with residents, legislators, and
agency officials to improve rail safety to benefit the health and security of people, wildlife and the environment. Formed in
response to the exponential growth of crude oil and ethanol transportation by rail over recent years, Citizens Acting for
Rail Safety strives to bring the citizen voice to bear on issues associated with high hazard freight trains going through our
communities.
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